2022-2023 Uniform Dress Code
The FWISD school board reaffirmed, at the beginning of June, that the uniform dress policy will
continue to be the policy of FWISD. We acknowledge that no dress code will matter if equitable and
consistent enforcement is not enacted by all stakeholders on campus. To that end, we have built in
a five-minute period at the beginning of the day for daily announcements and dress code checks.
•

•

•
•
•

Upper garments: solid color with a collar, or the McLean uniform T-shirt. All other McLean
shirts allowed on Fridays: White, Navy, Gray, Black, Red, or Blue collared shirt, or our blue or red
McLean uniform T-shirt we will be selling, which covers from the collarbone and is long enough on
the body to be tucked into the waistband of the garment on the bottom. Students may wear McLean
spirit shirts on Fridays. All other tops worn to school must be free of imagery, wording, or symbols,
and can only be worn on Fridays. (Brand logos must be smaller than one inch in diameter.)
Sweatshirts must be plain and unadorned (have no writing or logos) or be an official McLean
sweatshirt. Items which reveal undergarments or areas of the body meant to be covered by
undergarments will not be allowed.
Lower garments: must provide adequate coverage and fit well, no athletic garments Pants,
shorts, and/or skirts in solid colors without embellishments, rips, tears, or distressing: khaki, navy,
black, blue, gray, red, or white. Leggings or joggers may be worn on Fridays with a McLean spirit
shirt. Garments on the bottom must cover the entirety of the buttocks and fall, at minimum, to a
length equal to 3 inches from the middle of the back of the knee. Garments on the lower half of the
body must be the correct size for the student and secured to the body at all times. Items which
reveal undergarments or areas of the body meant to be covered by undergarments will not be
allowed.
Shoes: No flip-flops or slides allowed, while lace-up shoes are preferred, any shoe without laces
must have and be worn with a strap on the back
Student ID: Student ID must be worn on a lanyard around their neck. Students may not leave
classroom without ID’s.
Head Coverings: Except for religious clothing, head gear such as hats, scarves, bandanas, do-rags
or shower caps are not allowed. Hoods may be worn in classrooms at the discretion of the teacher
but may not be worn in the hallway.
Appearance: Makeup, jewelry, and choices in personal grooming that are deemed by administration
to be a distraction to the learning environment will not be allowed.
Unacceptable dress for ALL grades (Prekindergarten-12):
• Sagging pants.
• Visible undergarments.
• Clothing considered too revealing (bare midriffs, tube tops, tank tops, cut-off
shirts, low-cut tops, crop tops, see-through shirts, fishnet clothing, etc).
• Clothing with holes, tears or cuts.
• Clothing with lewd, offensive, vulgar, or obscene pictures, emblems or language.
• Clothing with advertising that depicts tobacco products, alcoholic beverages,
drugs or any substance prohibited under Board Policy FNCF (LEGAL).
• Gang-related clothing, accessories or jewelry bearing signs, insignias, colors or symbols.
• Active-wear such as wind shorts, warm-ups, soccer shorts, boxer shorts, sweat suits or spandex
gym wear.
• Sleepwear, visible drawstrings, house shoes.
• Except for verified religious clothing, head gear such as hats, scarves, bandanas, do-rags or
shower caps.
• Combs, sunglasses or grillz.

• Accessories or body piercings that could be classified as dangerous or as a potential weapon, i.e.,
chains, spiked necklaces or bracelets, and the like.

